The Asch Conformity Experiments: The Line Between Independence and
Conformity

The Asch Conformity Experiments: Lesson Plan
Topic
Dr. Solomon Asch’s groundbreaking experiments evaluated a person’s likelihood to
conform to a clearly wrong standard when there is group pressure to do so. He did this
by having his control group participants pair up matching lines on their own. In the
experimental condition, participants would have to verbally give their answers after a
group of actors gave the same wrong answer. The results showed that while a majority of
test subjects’ responses remained correct in the actor pressure condition, a signiﬁcant
minority of over one third conformed to the actors’ wrong answers. Further investigation
found that only 25% of subjects always deﬁed majority opinion, 5% were always swayed
by the group, and the remaining 70% conformed on some trials.

Possible subjects/classes
●
●
●

Psychology
Sociology
Government/Politics

Time needed
30-45 minutes

Video link:
https://academy4sc.org/topic/the-asch-conformity-experiments-the-line-betweenindependence-and-conformity/
Objective: What will students know/be able to do at the end of class?
By the end of this lesson, students will be able to
● Describe the details of the initial Asch Conformity Experiment.
● Articulate the various reasons why people conform to wrong standards.
● Identify the implications of Asch’s ﬁndings.

Key Concepts & Vocabulary
conformity
Materials Needed
Worksheet
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Before you watch
On the attached worksheet are two diﬀerent sets of Introductory Worksheets recreating
Asch’s line test. Give two thirds of the students Introductory Worksheet A and the
remaining third Introductory Worksheet B. Make sure you pass these out yourself so that
students do not notice that there are two diﬀerent worksheets being handed out.
Ask students to complete the worksheet in about a minute or two. Once all students are
ﬁnished, have students read the answers allowed. You could do this under the guise of,
“They didn’t come with answer sheets, so we’ll have to ﬁgure out the correct answers
together. It shouldn’t be too hard.” For trials one and two, students should get the same
answers (C, B). For Worksheet A students, the correct answer to trial three is A; students
with Worksheet B however have B. Answer A is clearly incorrect on Worksheet B.
When you’re having students read their answers allowed, make sure at least three or
four students with Worksheet A read oﬀ their answers before a student with Worksheet
B reads theirs. Have everyone read their answers allowed for each trial. You should get in
to a relatively fast rhythm since for the ﬁrst two trials everyone has the same obvious
answer. Try to keep up this fast pace for the third trial.
After everyone has given their answers for the third trial, reveal the trick of the
experiment. Discuss the results: who conformed to the obviously wrong majority? Who
didn’t? Why?

While you watch
1. What is conformity?
2. How did Asch test whether humans conform to a group?
After you watch/discussion questions
1. How did students with Worksheet B feel during trial three when they heard the
wrong answer being conﬁdently called out? How would you feel?
2. Why might you conform to a group majority?
3. What are some ways you might be able to minimize the persuasiveness of group
conformity?

Activity Ideas
1. Complete the corresponding worksheet and discuss answers in groups or
as a class.
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2. Ask students to think of a time that they conformed to a group opinion or
action. If you could go back, would you change how you acted? Why or why
not? Was the group decision/opinion correct/ moral? What can you learn
from that experience going forward? This activity could be a discussion or
written activity.
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